Student Work from a Previous Lesson

New Learning from Text Features: Recording on Padlet with a Partner

Sample Lesson: Learning from Nonfiction, Christy Long Grade 2, Inman, SC

will and timofey chasing storms
1. capshon-1900 a hurrakain struck in 2008 it ruled an killed like 100 peopl

nick and chad - polar animals
photograph-caribous (a caribous are like deer but bigger can walk in

chorkies peyton selena
i brand thatthay are haray and thay like to play and thay are good dogs. photograph.

Miss Johnson. Whales
1. caption - a calf (baby whale) swims right next to its mother.
2. heading - Whales can be large or small.

Serenity and Rebecca, wolves
1. photograph- wolves can jump on ice. 2. timber wolves sit in the snow. 3. a wolf is half red fox, coyote, jackal, wild and domestic dog. 4. wolves are sick. 5. there can be 3 different kinds of wolves.

luca and heriberto blizzards
caption evrysnowflake has a unique shape

alexis, angelina Soccer
1. This is the area is penalty area where the defending goalkeeper can handle the ball learned from a caption. 2. A flat back four creates a strong defensive line, lead from a caption.

Independent Reading Module. https://readingrecovery.clemson.edu/home/k-2-literacy-resources/